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Abstract
Mathematica has been used in our company for R/D evaluation of measurements, analysis and
calculations since version 2. During that time many experiences have been gathered, summarized in
our internal packages. Also large progress was made in Mathematica, especially in versions 9 and
10. This presentation aims to share these experiences and give tips both for ordinary users and
maybe also for Mathematica developers for further development.
One of the most important engineering paradigms in programming is probably CoC - Convenience
over Configuration. Mathematica was always able to perform all the tasks engineers need in praxis,
however their configuration has been too complicated. Engineers do not care only on “what is
possible”, but how easily and without user mistakes (which often comes) it can be used. For this
reason internal package Signals has been developed some time ago in our company. In many areas
it is similar to new TimeSeries datatype, but suggests many other future implementation
enhancements based on our experiences especially in mechanical engineering and modelling.
Contribution will show examples and ideas in area of evaluation and processing of measured
signals and their visualization.

Introduction
Although mechanical engineering is much examined area of science, proper construction of many real machines demands its verification
via measurement of its (not only) mechanical properties. This importance especially grows with higher requested precision of the developed machine, e.g. in textile, printing or tooling industry. Measurement in early stage of development process helps in verification of basic
ideas, later on it gives border conditions to CAM/FEM models and finally it helps in evaluation of true impact of some specific machine’s
modification. Probably similar discussion is valid for many other areas of research and science, but we can speak about our own experience only.
Mathematica is one of the systems used for the evaluation of measurement in our company. We probably do not use all the possibilities of
Mathematica, but still we found out, that Mathematica is very powerful system for this purpose, especially because it can:
$ perform all mathematical calculations on lists - sequences of measured data,
$ perform pattern based searching in measured signals,
$ use Fourier transform with lists of arbitrary length,
$ use many implemented statistical functions,
$ apply different filtering schemas to measured data,
$ visualize data with big freedom and many possibilities,
$ create simple analytic models (mixed systems of algebraic and differential equations), solve them and compare with measured data,
$ fit models’ parameters to match the measurement.
This list can be much longer and with each release of Mathematica we are happy to find the possibilities and usability growing, however in
engineering environment we rarely need more. On the other side, there are also some obstacles, which prevent using Mathematica by
ordinary users. Basically configuration of particular functions is too difficult. The system was originally designed for scientists with
abstract programming skills and not for ordinary engineers under big time pressure with no time to think about details of some implementation. Engineers need simple point-and-click system with intuitive graphical configuration. We can see Wolfram team is extensively
working on this aspect, for example probability and random distributions section introduced in V8 is very good step forward. Even in the
area of measurement processing and analysis some progress was made.
With respect of measurement and signal analysis, we suffered most because of the absence of specialized datatype for storing and
processing measured data, or signals as we will call it later on. Such datatype should:
1. be able to store both acquired data (Y-axis values), and also the information about the sampling base (X-axis values). This sampling is
often equidistant, so only first value and the step between samples can be given to reduce memory demands. But sometimes the
sampling is uneven and full vector of X-axis values must be hold.
2. hold and handle also the descriptors of the data, at least units of both measured values and sampling base. Name / label of both
measured and sampling quantity would be also beneficial together with some description of the whole signal. Units are fundamental
for engineering work and their absence and misinterpretation very often has huge consequences, as was in the biggest scale shown on
the loss of Mars spacecraft on 1999 (see [A]).
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3. have large support in common Mathematica function library. User should use these functions intuitively, it means they should not
need to learn bunch of new functions with specific signatures etc. Configuration should be straightforward, given by convenience. For
example if this datatype has description of its values, it should be used for axes labelling in plots. Generally, it should be possible to
inject content generator functions to at least basic configuration parameters, for example AxesLabel parameter for plots. Examples
will be given later.
4. generally, it is very convenient from the perspective of users to handle such discrete signals the same way as continuous functions.
Simple operations like sum of 2 signals and multiplication by some number should work regardless on signals’ domain (sampling
base) without using special functions.
5. Users should be able to extend behaviour of this datatype and its support in library functions in a simple manner. For example it
should be possible to register user defined methods in most functions supporting Method option, and probably in many others which
have only single implementation now. This is very useful especially with definition of attributes of data, see below.
6. It should be possible to add some specific and maybe user-defined attributes to this datatype, enabling different evaluation and
analysis methods for signal with certain attribute. For example some data represent one period of some periodic function. Then linear
filter functions, including differentiation and moving averages can benefit from this apriori knowledge, using periodic extension on
borders. If it is know that given data represent frequency spectrum, differentiation and integration of the signal should be performed
according to convolution theorem by multiplication / division with ⅈ ω. This does not have to be default behaviour, but system should
be user extensible without introducing new symbols, because convenience must rule.
Couple of years ago this approach was not acceptable for Wolfram developers, because “we have List, everything can be done, you do
not need anything more...” We are happy to see different approach in past versions, introducing for example very promising
TimeSeries datatype. With this datatype, the first point is satisfied in a very nice and general way. Theoretically it is possible to append
user metadata according to point 2, but up to now it is very difficult to use and edit them. Quantity attribute introduced in V9 is very
good approach, but cannot be used with TimeSeries to annotate independently values and domain. Support in Mathematica function
library (point 3) is also very limited and with Quantity attribute there is none.
In some way, TimeSeries can be handled as continuous function (point 4) in a way it interpolates values between explicitely given
samples, but most common operations like sum of 2 TimeSeries allowed only through TimeSeriesThread function is very
inconvinient and not acceptable by engineers, they are never able to learn such notation and resulting code is very hard to read and
understand.
Point 5 is not directly related to TimeSeries or signal processing, it is more general idea that would help a lot. Point 6 is not applicable
at all. Attributes can be added to metadata, but as mentioned it is very difficult to extract and adapt them. Extensions for many important
functions is not possible without modification of the core functions. An example could be D function for differentiation. Typical engineer
wants to use the same function for TimeSeries and for any continuous function, he cannot learn and study different notations for the
“same” task. We can add another UpValues or DownValues for this symbol, but now this function has no Method option and cannot be
extended by user-registered implementations, specific for different attributes.
For many years we already use our own datatype called Signal. It is not perfect nor fully supported for each task, but it very well fits to
engineering approach. In this article we would like to show it as inspiration for future TimeSeries development.

Methods
At times of Mathematica V7 we started to implement for our internal purposes packages of Signals` family. They are based on the
definition of new Signal datatype. Internal definition of the Signal is completely hidden from the user, there are helper functions for
creation of new signal and accessing its properties. Implementation was started in earlier times of our Mathematica experience so principles of Inversion of Control are not yet much implemented and the package is prepared to be updated.
Signal is the header of the container holding all information about its data, together with their descriptors. In this way it is very similar
to the new TimeSeries datatype, more limited by design but more enhanced in functionality. In current version, signal contains its values
(i.e. measured data), definition of its domain or sampling base (either equidistant or non-equidistant), names of the units and names of both
values and domain, general description which can be used for example as legend in plots, couple of attributes and optional list of userdefined metadata. Signal is defined by ToSignal function from given list of values and equidistant sampling base definition, as list of
(X, Y) pairs (automatically translated to either equidistant or non-equidistant representation, which applies) or from given numeric (pure or
1-parameter) function. There are also some other options, simplified definition is as follows
ToSignal[list_List, {x0_, xstep_}, opts___]
ToSignal[list2D : {{_, _} ..} /; MatrixQ[list2D, NumberQ], opts___]
ToSignal[func_, {x0_, xstep_, count_Integer}, opts___]
Units, attributes and other descriptors are provided as options. Once signal is defined, it’s values, properties and attributes can be extracted
using appropriate functions. Typical example might be
sig = ToSignal[Sin[x °], {x, 0, 1, 360}, XName -> "Angle", XUnits -> "deg", SignalName ->
"Displacement", YUnits -> "mm", Cyclic->True];
Units and names of values and domain were given, together with very useful Cyclic attribute denoting the fact the domain represents 1
period of periodic function. For the engineering work it is fundamental to work with true physical interpretation of the data. For accessing
the domain, its scaled numeric interpretation is much more convenient than indexes of elements. For this reason new notation for indexing
of signals was introduced. Whenever the index is floating point number and not integer, it is interpreted as X-axis position. Fig. 1 shows
the effect of using Take function with floating point indexing. Furthermore Cyclic->True attribute allows the indexing algorithm to
periodically extend the signal out of its basic defined domain.
ListLinePlot[{
Take[sig, {-90., 720.}],
AppendOption[sig + 1, Description→"Original sample with added offset"]
}, PlotTheme→"Detailed", AspectRatio→0.3]
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ListLinePlot[{
Take[sig, {-90., 720.}],
AppendOption[sig + 1, Description→"Original sample with added offset"]
}, PlotTheme→"Detailed", AspectRatio→0.3]

Sample cut from periodic signal
Original sample with added offset

Fig. 1: Example of visualization. Signals descriptors are automatically used for labels and legend, Periodic extension is used for signal with Cyclic>True

Cyclic attribute enhances many other evaluation functions. For example calculation of Differences would normally reduce number of
samples in the signal because 1 border condition is not properly defined. Using periodic extension defines the border condition well and
resulting signal can have the same domain as the input signal. As a side effect, it remains periodic, contrary to situation with reduced signal
length. The same approach is used for ListConvolve and and other related linear filter functions like MovingAverage etc. From the
perspective if engineer, it is very important, because he needs to focus on his task, not and implementation detail like why is some sample
missing and which one.
Of course, this approach must be applicable even for non-periodic signals because engineer is the same and he cannot care of the implementation. For this reason PaddingMethod option was added to appropriate functions, using enhanced PadLeft / PadRight functions.
This option allows the user to decide (maybe globally using $PaddingMethod), how should the algorithms extend the domain when
appropriate for convenience. None can be used for default Mathematica behaviour, Cyclic for periodic extension. Mirror approach is
often used in image processing, Mean padding adds Mean values from some border part of signal and extends the signal with constant
value somehow smooth on borders. Extrapolation expands the signal with extrapolated values. For some cases Fourier method is the
most suitable, performing the whole evaluation in spectral domain and thus retaining original number of samples after forward and inverse
Fourier transform. For our applications Automatic is used to decide the appropriate method depending on analysed signal, typically
deciding between Cyclic and Extrapolation. In future versions we would like to add possibility to register any other user defined
algorithm by name, which will be used as method value, or directly inject any pure function. Registration can be done for example using
following pattern
RegisterMethod[methodIdentifier, appliesToPattern, parameters___] := ...
methodIdentifier is the key used as Method option parameter. There is no Blank pattern etc., because we want exact match
pattern. appliesToPattern is the pattern determining the heads of functions for which the registration is valid. It can be Blank
pattern (probably rarely used) for any function, typically specific head or more heads of function joined using Alternatives pattern is
used. parameters is the sequence of all parameters that were passed to function with Method option. They must be passed as parameter
to registered method as they are for the sake of generality. Such a way any method can be registered to any evaluation function with any
signature. Implementation details of each method are separated from evaluation function and Mathematica functions can be extended
easily with no modification of built-in functions. Only support for registration must be added. See following simplified example of
implementation.
RegisterMethod[Automatic, ListConvolve, parameters___] :=
If[CyclicQ @ First @ List @ parameters,
RegisterMethod["Cyclic", ListConvolve, parameters],
RegisterMethod["Extrapolation", ListConvolve, parameters],
ListConvolve[Sequence @@ Join[DeleteCases[List @ parameters, Method -> _],
{Method->None}]]
];
Join[FilterRules[opts,	
  Except[{optsToAppend}]],	
  {optsToAppend}]
RegisterMethod["Cyclic", ListConvolve, parameters___] :=
With[{params = List @ parameters},
With[{kernel = params[[1]], data = params[[2]], k = params[[3]], padlist =
params[[4]]},
ListConvolve[kernel, (* call built-in implementation *)
data,
If[k === Automatic, Quotient[Length[kernel], 2], k], (* position to the
center of the kernel *)
If[padlist === Blank, data, padlist] (* use periodic extension *)
]
]
];
ListConvolve[params__, opts:Option]
This is example is far from optimal and full implementation, but is simplified to show the important points. Registration is used even for
Automatic value of the Method option and very simple example of decision algorithm with no error checking is shown. It calls directly
chosen registered methods. Decision is applied only at data with head Signal, for other data built-in ListConvolve is called.
Registration is one specific method (again simplified, with no parameter checking etc.) performs built-in ListConvolve operation with
periodic extension of data. Default Automatic value of parameter k is now supported, positioning pivot in the center of the kernel, which is
common choice in engineering praxis.
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example is far from optimal and full implementation, but is simplified to show the important points. Registration is used even for
Automatic value of the Method option and very simple example of decision algorithm with no error checking is shown. It calls directly
chosen registered methods. Decision is applied only at data with head Signal, for other data built-in ListConvolve is called.
Registration is one specific method (again simplified, with no parameter checking etc.) performs built-in ListConvolve operation with
periodic extension of data. Default Automatic value of parameter k is now supported, positioning pivot in the center of the kernel, which is
common choice in engineering praxis.
Another example is very important Fourier function. It is very important instrument for many areas of engineering work. One of
significant advantages of Mathematica implementation is the support of fast and exact calculation algorithm for lists of almost arbitrary
length. The length of the list must be factorable to powers of reasonably small primes. There is no exact definition in Mathematica
manuals what does it mean. From our experience the prime should be less than 257. For bigger primes time efficient but not precise
algorithm is used.
In engineering work, FourierParameters should be {-1, 1}. This configuration generates amplitude spectrum in physical units. If
original signal contains sinusoid with given amplitude, the corresponding frequency component in the amplitude spectrum has this
amplitude, or more precisely in default Mathematica implementation half of it. Engineer’s signals are typically composed of real numbers,
so corresponding spectrum is complex conjugated around zero frequency - amplitudes of same negative and positive frequencies are same
and together they produce original amplitude of analysed harmonic function. For this reason it is usually good praxis for engineers to
override default value of FourierParameters globaly, so they do not need to write this option again and again (remember, engineers
are always under time pressure). Unfortunately Fourier function is Protected by default, so following code should be used:
Unprotect[Fourier];
Options[Fourier]={FourierParameters→{-1,1}};
Protect[Fourier];
The same should be done for InverseFourier. When Fourier is used for signals with defined domain (X-axis), they should also
produce signals with proper definition of frequency domain and domain units. Typical engineering approach supposes reasonable physical
interpretation always, so for example X-axis with units in seconds should be mapped to frequency domain in Herz, it is reciprocal value of
seconds. Our implementation holds this convenience.
Ordinary engineering softwares understand the difficulties of operation with full complex-conjugated spectrum of real-valued signals. This
full spectrum is usually called two-sided, because it contains both positive frequency values and negative frequency values. Any operation
performed on such spectrum of real-valued signals should be performed synchronously on both positive and negative part of the spectrum,
because the spectrum must remain complex conjugated. This is inefficient and source of many mistakes. For this reason one-sided
spectrum is used for real-valued signals. It contains only positive part of the spectrum, with doubled amplitudes (so they now really
correspond to amplitudes of original signal). Zero-frequency and maximal frequency of even-length original signals must be handled with
care. They have no negative frequency counterpart so they should not be doubled. InverseFourier must be able to distinguish all
possibilities and also original position of original signal on X-axis. Appropriate information for such algorithm could be stored as frequency signal attribute. Other functions might also benefit of the attribute-defined knowledge that some signal represents spectrum. In our
Fourier implementation, demanded output can be chosen using Method option. Because for signals all apriori information is stored in
signal definition, Automatic value can be used with no risk, generating one-sided spectrum for real-valued signals, and two-sided
spectrum for general complex signals.
Very important aspect of any research and development work is the visualization. Mathematica in past versions has wonderful possibilities
in this area. New PlotTheme option is also very good enhancement, although its user-defined extension is not documented (it can be
performed by defining new pattern of System`PlotThemeDump`resolvePlotTheme). The difficult part is the configuration of the
output plot with specific respect to displayed signals. Configuring again and again all AxesLabel, FrameLabel, Legend etc. for each
instance of the plot takes a lot of time and is the source of many mistakes. The first version of the plot is usually valid, but later data are
changed and description are not adapted appropriately. Typically all needed information can be stored in signals and used automatically.
For this reason it is fundamental to provide all parameters of the called function to option evaluator, so it can generate option value specific
for the given function parameter. There are many ways of possible implementations. Direct adaption of called functions is not the best
choice, because it would be too specific and again closed for further adaptions. Very general solution might be definition of special option
like OptionGenerator that could be added to any function with options. This special option could be analysed by general
OptionValue function. Its value should be user-injected pure function receiving as parameters symbol of the calling function and all its
parameters. It should parse parameters with definition specific to symbol of the calling function and produce sequence of options based on
given specific parameters. These parameters are then used normally in the calling function. Summarized, the code could look like:
OptionGenerator[ListPlot|ListLinePlot, sig_Signal, parameters___]:=
With[{
xlbl = SignalAxisNameWithUnits[sig, X],
ylbl = SignalAxisNameWithUnits[sig, Y]
},
Sequence@@{AxesLabel->{xlbl, ylbl}
];
This is very simplified code given only as the example. It uses some other function that generates the axes label for given axis from
analysed signal. Such example patter works for ListPlot and ListLinePlot with first parameter having the head Signal. Such
implementation is easily extensible with user defined functions, it corresponds to Inversion of Control principle, because extension
procedure is injected independently on the framework implementation. The problem is that it is based on adaption of OptionValue
function, which is not applicable easily. Even better would be implement it in OptionsPattern function, so it is called only once, not
each time any option is requested from OptionValue call. But such implementation should be done by Wolfram team in the core of the
Mathematica.
Not so general but easier to implement in our framework is adaption of particular functions, so they can accept OptionGenerator
option and expand it. Other solution would be extension of particular option parsers to accept described pure function with list of calling
function parameters. Imagine for example call:
ListLinePlot[sig,AxesLabel->({SignalAxisNameWithUnits[#1, X], SignalAxisNameWithUnits[#1,
X]}&)]
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ListLinePlot[sig,AxesLabel->({SignalAxisNameWithUnits[#1, X], SignalAxisNameWithUnits[#1,
X]}&)]
Such definition could be also part of PlotTheme custom definition in System`PlotThemeDump`resolvePlotTheme, but it must
be supported by particular parser in this case Visualization`Utilities`AxesLabelExpand function. Any of described
possible implementation should lead to simplified calls of high-level functions like in Fig. 1 and corresponding code. No specific code for
generating FrameLabel or Legend is supplied, but the final plot contains appropriate values based on plotted signals.
Fundamental Fold and related functions are adapted to accept signals. New built-in TimeSeriesThread interpolates point not present
in both series, so resulting domain is the union of input domains. We chose different approach, calculation intersection of input domains.
Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages and should be used in different situations. The best solution would be to allow
user to choose the appropriate implementation using Method based injection of any domain creation function, as was described above.
Some predefined solutions should be prepared and system should remain open for other implementations.
The enhanced Map function should be also able to interfere signals with any reasonable expressions, typically those accepted by
ToSignal function like constants or numeric pure functions. These fundamental definitions of Fold and Map allow most typically used
functions benefit from it. Signals and expression can be added, multiplied or logical functions can be applied on them. Also many single
parameter functions like Sin, Abs and Power can be used directly on signal. For the sake of speed of ordinary operations we use UpSet
definitions instead of typical Set definition:
Plus[sig_Signal, sigs__Signal] ^:= Fold[Plus, sig, sigs];
Plus[sig_Signal, expr_]
^:= Map[Plus[#, expr]&, sig];
Abs[sig_Signal]
^:= Map[Abs, sig];
We have already realized, that such approach is not welcomed by Wolfram team and we understand that misuse of it could result in
instability of the system. It must be tuned well, but the main goal is achieved - using Mathematica in convenient way instead of piling up
many specific functions to hard-to-read expressions. For example following expressions are equivalent in its logic, but the second one
would hardly ever be written by an engineer - he would never ever think of buying system with such strange language:
3 sig1 + 5 Cos[sig2]2
TimeSeriesThread[(3 First[#] + 5 Cos[Last[#]]2 )&, {ts1, ts2}]
With such results, it is quite simple to adapt for example LeastSquares in a way any combination of signals, vectors, matrices,
constants or (pure) functions can be used for both dependent and independent variable. Of course Fit and Interpolation is supported and the same way like for TimeSeries also signals can be used in function-like manner to access any function value by the
means of interpolation. FindMinimum and related functions are also adapted to work on signals, with fast implementation working on
discrete data and different methods implemented for searching global or local extremes with configurable precision, important feature for
noisy signals.
Digital filters like LowpassFilter etc. are also supported. Unfortunately Mathematica implementation does not support non-integer
sampling rates which sometimes occur in real world applications. We hope it will be enhanced in the future.
Rescale, Rotate and similar function are also supported and new functions for rescaling and shifting signal’s domain had to be added.
Of course, also all list manipulation functions like Append, Join, Partition, First and Part are also supported.
Very useful is the implementation of the InverseFunction, which is always possible for numeric data and can be used in mixed
symbolic/numeric models for analysis of systems not invertible in symbolic way. Enhanced implementation of Solve working on mixed
signal / symbolic expressions is also quite simple, but very powerful.

Results
Example of use is shown on real-world situation. Measured data come from the measurement of adhesion force of linear textile material.
The material in form of the loop is stronger at the place of the join of two ends of linear material to the loop. This stronger place is used as
the mark to distinguish particular cycles of the loop. During continual measurement of the force, material is drawn through the elongation
zone, so it changes its length. The force sensor is placed in the elongation zone, so the tension force is measured during the process of the
elongation. This tension force is the reaction force of the material adhesion force.
First let us look at the measured data. Signals has 200000 samples, real measured data have often even much more samples. Theoretically
for Mathematica evaluation it is not such a problem, but putting all points in the plot causes too slow reactions and printers are usually not
able to receive the whole page because of memory restrictions. For this reason our version of ListLinePlot contains the algorithm to
reduce number of points drawn in the picture so that the visual apperence is not influenced.
ListLinePlot[sig, PlotRange -> All, AspectRatio -> 0.3]
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Now 8 highest extremes are found. Unfortunately FindMaximum and related functions belong to small set of built-in functions that
cannot be overloaded. We had to define our own version. The output corresponds to Mathematica convenient form. Additional option
disables search for extremes in given distance around already found one. This is very helpful method for noisy data.
maxs = FindSignalMaximum[sig, 8, InsensitivityRegion -> 1000]
{{35.04, {x -> 3141.3}}, {34.697, {x -> 1618.05}}, {34.366, {x -> 5478.}}, {32.822, {x ->
2370.3}}, {32.639, {x -> 4691.97}}, {32.319, {x -> 3910.47}}, {31.988, {x -> 136.68}},
{30.81, {x -> 879.93}}}
Now we have position of extremes, i.e. marks, we can split the signal to particular cycles. They have different length due to the elongation
process and different position of time axis. Function AdjustSignals resamples all cycles and rescales the time axes of all signals to
match the domain of the first one. Then middle part of cycles is taken and signals are smoothen by multiple moving averages. Notice the
implementation of these functions, it preserves the domain of the signals, so there is indexing in X-axis units and not undesired phase shift
in smoothing process. First 3 cycles are shown. It can be seen the cycles are not the same, because the material was subject to physical
changes in the elongation process, but they still remain similar in significant parts.
sigs = Take[sig, {First[#], Last[#]}] & /@ Partition[maxpos, 2, 1];
AdjustSignals[sigs_] := With[{
len = Length[First[sigs]] // N, xlen = XValue[First[sigs], -1] - XValue[First[sigs], 1]},
Table[
AppendOption[
Resample[
RescaleXAxis[sigs[[i]], {XValue[sigs[[i]], 1], XValue[sigs[[i]], -1]}, {0, xlen}],
len/Length[sig]],
Description -> "Cycle No. " <> ToString[i]]
, {i, Length[sigs]}]
];
sigs = AdjustSignals[sigs];
smoothsigs = Take[Fold[MovingAverage, #, {11, 81}], {100., 700.}] & /@ sigs;
ListLinePlot[Take[smoothsigs,3],AspectRatio→0.3]

Cycle No. 1
Cycle No. 2
Cycle No. 3

Conclusion
In this article, we wanted to suggest possible ways of further enhancement of new TimeSeries function and the whole Mathematica
system. Implementation is shown on our own package. We believe that for success of Mathematica in engineering areas, Convenience
over Configuration approach is fundamental. We have shown some possible ways of achieving this goal. The most important is to hold
always domain definition of signals and use at least basic descriptors like units and names in all situations.
We have also suggested some possible approaches for user-defined enhancement of the Mathematica system. In some areas it is too closed
and hard to extend. Especially user-defined method registration and options generation specific to function data using injected functions
would increase Mathematica versatility a lot.
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We have also suggested some possible approaches for user-defined enhancement of the Mathematica system. In some areas it is too closed
and hard to extend. Especially user-defined method registration and options generation specific to function data using injected functions
would increase Mathematica versatility a lot.
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